
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Council members, 

Thank you for taking the time to read these letters and give the community the opportunity to share 
their opinions. I am writing to you in favor of the TSMV ASPs, and moving forward with the 
development.  

My name is Sarah Ostman, I’m 22 and I was born and raised in Canmore. While I have moved away to 
complete my university, my parents still live in Canmore and I visit often. It is my ultimate goal to return 
to the Bow Valley once I have completed my education and gained some work experience that I can 
bring back to the Valley.  

When I was 6, my parents were fortunate enough to purchase one of the first lots in Three Sisters, and 
built the first house on our street. We still live there now. Unfortunately our backyard (Three Sisters Golf 
Course) has become a free for all off leash dog park, but I digress.  

Living in Canmore my entire life I have seen the town, and neighbourhoods change drastically, almost 
annually. But! This is something I look forward to. Every year I see development and growth that I have 
craved for so many years growing up in a small town. Access to more sporting facilities and programs, 
public transportation, people moving to the town annually and increasing the business opportunities not 
only for retail but for employment. Through this growth my family has been given amazing opportunities 
to invest in development and be part of some amazing projects such as the Shops of Canmore.  

I have done a lot of travelling and through that, have grown to learn how special it is that I was born in 
such a beautiful place. And through that knowledge have gained the understanding that it is not a right 
to live in Canmore, its  privilege. While I recognize that this time in my life the more suitable path is to 
settle in a bigger city where there are more opportunities and life is more affordable, it has always been 
my goal to return to Canmore when I know that I can afford the life style that my parents worked so 
hard to give my brother and I. Even though I was born there, I want to earn my right back to live there 
and experience the lifestyle on my own.  

Canmore is not just any other small town, but there needs to be recognition given to the people who 
have worked hard and established ties to the community, who want to see it grow and develop for the 
future. Recognizing that a lot of the people against this development, are living in homes such as Three 
Sisters, Spring Creek and Eagle Terrace, that were at one time trees and wildlife space. 

 The Fire Hall that is being built (which is a much needed and excellent move) shows that the community 
DOES support growth and recognizes that we will not and can not stay a small little town forever. In 
taking the right steps, such as continuing to impose strict regulations and bylaws, and ensuring that the 
public and developers are educated on the unique nature of this town, we can sustain the small town 
feel, but continue to stimulate the economy and help the town flourish.  

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter, 

Sarah Ostman   


